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Wed, October 19th 2022

The Governor of Lemhannas RI as 
a speaker for Training of Staff and 
Leaders of the Ministry of Foreign 

12

Governor of Lemhannas RI 
Andi Widjajanto became a 
speaker at the Education and 
Training (Training) School 

for Staff and Leaders of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs (Sesparlu) virtually by 
raising the title "National Resilience amidst 
Current Global, Regional, and Domestic 
Challenges" on Wednesday (19/10).

Starting his presentation, Andi 
Widjajanto said that currently we are 
in the geopolitical era V. "In this era 
of connectivity, we should see the 
capabilities of technology 4.0, when the 
internet cyber system combines with 
other capabilities, especially space and 
maritime infrastructure," he said.

 According to Andi Widjajanto, the 
concept of geopolitics has developed 
in line with the historical context and 
technology adoption. There are four main 
characteristics of geostrategic thinking. 
First, it tends to propose an expansionist 
strategy. Second, contests over specific 
geographic areas often relate to strategic 

resources. Third, the ultimate goal is to 
achieve hegemonic power, then fourth, 
expansionist strategies often lead to 
hegemonic wars.

Regarding the global challenge 
scenario, Andi Widjajanto thinks it is quite 
difficult to control. However, some things 
can still be controlled, such as economy 
2.0, strategic risks, and democratic 
setbacks. "If we're not careful, our 
economy will remain stagnant at 2.0," 
he said.

The desired hope is that the 
economy can jump to economy 4.0 
which is an economy by utilizing 
Information and Technology (IT), 
including new economic eras such as 
the creative economy, green economy, 
and blue economy. "Approximately the 
5.0 economy is truly based on artificial 
intelligence, crypto-based, and so 
on," the Governor of Lemhannas RI 
concluded.
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Wed, October 19th 2022

Dialogue on National Outlooks in Bengkulu 
Province

Deputy Governor of Lemhannas 
RI Lieut. Gen. TNI Mohamad 
Sabrar Fadhilah officially 
opened the Dialogue on 

National Outlooks for Bureaucrats, TNI 
officers, police officers, Community 
Organizations, Student Organizations, 
and Youth in Bengkulu Province in 2022 
on Wednesday (19/10) at the Grage 
Hotel Ballroom, Bengkulu.

Deputy for Strengthening of 
National Values    Lemhannas RI, Rear 
Admiral TNI Edi Sucipto, S.E., M.M., 
M.Tr. Opsla., in his report stated that 
the three-day event was attended by 
100 participants from Bureaucrats, TNI 
officers, police officers, Community 
Organizations, Student Organizations, 
and Youth.

Meanwhile, Mohamad Sabrar 
Fadhilah in his remarks conveyed that 
the dialogue on national outlooks was 
the realization of Lemhannas RI’s work 
program. “This is a form of concern in 
order to rise the spirit of nationalism 
and to give enlightenment on national 

values   originating from the four basic 
consensuses of the nation to the public, 
especially the younger generation,” he 
said.

Furthermore, Mohamad Sabrar 
Fadhilah also said that the dynamics of 
the strategic environment development 
colored, influenced, and had an impact 
on Indonesia. This becomes a challenge 
that must be faced together. According 
to him, the Covid-19 pandemic ushers 
and demands the acceleration of digital 
transformation and creates an era of 
disruption in all sectors. As a result, 
there are several implications including 
the waning existence of local culture, 
unsettling and eroding moral, social and 
trust level as well as the vulnerability 
of social and cultural resilience due to 
disorientation of values, identity crisis, 
and the weak competitiveness of the 
nation.

Meanwhile, on the other hand, 
Mohamad Sabrar Fadhilah assesses that 
there are still social phenomena in society 
regarding ideological understandings 

other than Pancasila, terrorism, 
intolerance and separatism, as well as 
the strong attitude of sectoral egoism, 
regionalism, ethnicity and even religious 
fanaticism, thus ignoring the principles of 
living in harmony and concord in society.

Observing the mentioned issues, 
according to Mohamad Sabrar Fadhilah, 
Lemhannas RI needs to hold a Dialogue 
on National Outlooks. “Through this 
dialogue, it is hoped to inspire, grow, and 
strengthen the spirit of nationalism and 
national identity so that people are able to 
care for and manage diversity, increase 
harmony, love for the motherland, 
social care, culture and local wisdom 
preservation in order to maintain unity 
and strengthening the Unitary State 
of the Republic of Indonesia based on 
Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution,” he 
concluded.
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Sabrar Fadhilah said that it has become 
a joint effort to continue the struggle for 
independence to realize the current and 
future nation’s ideals. "The spirit to build 
Indonesia that is independent, sovereign, 
united, just and prosperous, dynamically in 
the context of an ever-changing strategic 
environment," he said.

Furthermore, Mohamad Sabrar 
Fadhilah said that today's youth will play 
a role in the future. Today's youth have 
the mandate to value unity above all else 
and view diversity as a valuable gift to 
be assembled into an extraordinary force 
to achieve Indonesia's glory. "Youth are 
not only important actors in building the 
nation's resilience in realizing the great 
vision of Golden Indonesia 2045 but also 
become the backbone for the nation's 
glory for all time," he continued.

Lemhannas RI held a 
commemoration ceremony of 
the 94th Youth Pledge Day on 
Friday (28/10) in the center field 

of Lemhannas RI. Deputy Governor of 
Lemhannas RI Lieut. Gen. Mohamad 
Sabrar Fadhilah acted as an inspector 
at the ceremony which was attended by 
officials and personnel of Lemhannas RI.

The theme for this year's Youth 
Pledge Day is "United to Build the Nation". 
It conveys unity is a fixed price that must 
be strengthened to build resilience. 
Toughness and unity are the strength to 
carry out the development of advanced 
civilization as the existence of Indonesia.

While reading the message from 
the Minister of Youth and Sports of 
the Republic of Indonesia, Mohamad 

Fri, October 28th 2022

94th Youth Pledge Day 
Commemoration Ceremony

The main duty that should not be 
neglected by Indonesian youth is to 
build the resilience of the nation through 
building noble character and developing 
competencies in various areas of 
expertise combined with honing creativity 
and innovation. The achievements of the 
youth in various fields, both at the national 
and international levels can be something 
to be grateful for because they can be 
a foundation for building Indonesia's 
excellence in the future.

Concluding his remarks, the 
Deputy Governor of Lemhannas RI 
said that collaborative work needs to be 
continuously developed, because youth 
development efforts cannot be carried out 
individually, but require a solid synergy.
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Lemhannas RI held a Focus Group 
Discussion (FGD) “Chinese 
Leadership After the 20th 
National Congress of the Chinese 

Communist Party” on Monday (31/10) 
at Krisna Room, 4th Floor of Astagatra 
Building, Lemhannas RI.

Deputy Governor of Lemhannas 
RI Lieut. Gen. TNI Mohamad Sabrar 
Fadhilah, who opened the discussion, said 
that Lemhannas RI needs to conduct a 
strategic review of the results of the 20th 
congress of the Chinese Communist Party 
which took place in Beijing from 16 to 22 
October 2022, because it is considered to 
have a significant influence on geopolitics 
and geostrategy at the national, regional 
and global levels.

FGD Chinese Leadership After the 20th National Congress of 
the Chinese Communist Party

The FGD presented two speakers 
virtually, including Director of the Institute 
of China Studies at the University of 
Malaya Malaysia Dr. Ngeow Chow-Bing, 
Associate Professor and Provost’s Chair 

in International Relations at S. Rajaratnam 
School of International Studies (RSIS), 
and Coordinator of the PhD Program at 
RSIS Singapura Dr. Li Mingjiang.

Deputy Governor of The 
National Resilience Institute 
of the Republic of Indonesia  
(Lemhannas RI) Lieut. Gen. 

Mohamad Sabrar Fadhilah gave direction 
to Faculty Members at the Gadjah Mada 
Auditorium of Lemhannas RI, Monday 
(31/10). This activity was carried out in 
the context of preparing faculty members 

to provide education for prospective 
national-level leaders in the upcoming 
2023 education program.

"I ask you to pay close attention, 
accuracy becomes a serious concern,"  
the Deputy Governor of Lemhannas RI 
said. Furthermore, the Deputy Governor 
of Lemhannas RI emphasized the 
evaluation of several activities such as 
e-learning, Domestic Strategic Studies 
(SSDN), sports on national systems, 
tasks, and seminars.

Before the activity, faculty members 
attended a lecture on blue economy 
strategic issues. Presented as speakers 
at the lecture were the Rector of Bogor 
Agricultural Institute, Prof. Dr. Arif Satria, 
S.P., M.Sc., and the Director General of 
Marine Spatial Management of Ministry 
of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries Police 
Inspector General Drs. Victor Gustaaf 
Manoppo, M.H.

Capacity 
Building for 
Lemhannas 

RI Faculty 
Members

Mon, October 31st 2022

Mon, October 31st 2022
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IPEKA Christian High School 
Sunter Students’ Visit

Mon, October 31st 2022

A number of students of IPEKA 
Christian High School Sunter 
visited Lemhannas RI and 
were warmly received by the 

Head of Protocol and News Coverage 
Division Drs. Paiman M.I.P. and the 
Head of Subdirectorate for Evaluation 
and Development of Strengthening of 
National Values   Colonel (P) Gandawilaga, 
S.E., M.M., CRMP on Monday (31/10), 

at Pancasila Room, 3rd Floor of Trigatra 
Building, Lemhannas RI.

Starting the discussion, Paiman 
explained that Lemhannas RI is a non-
ministerial government institution that 
is directly responsible to the president. 
Regarding this, Lemhannas RI has three 
functions, namely organizing national-level 
leaders education, conducting strategic 

studies, and carrying out strengthening of 
national values program. He hopes that 
the visit of IPEKA Christian High School 
Sunter students can increase insight and 
knowledge, and more importantly will 
be able to build character as the future 
generation of the nation.

Meanwhile, Vice Principal of IPEKA 
Christian High School Sunter Wahyu 
Tjahjani, S.Pd., expressed her gratitude 
for the opportunity to visit Lemhannas 
RI. “Thank you Bapak and Ibu from 
Lemhannas RI for welcoming us warmly. 
We hope that our students can be trained 
with broader insights about nationalism,” 
she said.

Wahyu Tjahjani also viewed that it 
will be a unique experience for the students 
of IPEKA Christian High School Sunter to 
gain knowledge directly from the experts 
at Lemhannas RI because previously they 
only learn the national insights through 
Pancasila and Civic Education in the 
classroom. “It is hoped that through this 
event, students who belong the younger 
generation can understand more about 
nationalism and how to act and behave as 
Indonesian citizens,” he concluded.

Meanwhile, Gandawilaga during his 
presentation stated that we are united 
by Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution, 
Bhinneka Tunggal Ika, and we belong 
to the Unitary State of the Republic of 
Indonesia. “Different races, ethnicities, 
religions and languages   are not divisions, 
but instead become assets that belong to 
Indonesia. “Don’t let the IPEKA Christian 
High School Sunter students be easily 
separated and so that they continue to 
maintain the unity and integrity of the 
nation,” he hoped.
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Lemhannas RI held a Focus Group 
Discussion (FGD) on Urgent 
and Rapid Assessment (Jurpat) 
which raised the title "Fertilizer 

Crisis Anticipation Strategy for National 
Food Security amid Climate Change" 
on Tuesday (8/11), in the Kresna Room, 
Astagatra Building, 4th Floor, Lemhannas 
RI.

Deputy for Strategic Studies Prof. 
Dr. Ir. Reni Mayerni, M.P. who opened 
the FGD conveyed President Joko 
Widodo's directives to Lemhannas RI to 
periodically, monthly, or weekly, provide 
recommendations on anticipating food 
crises, energy crises, and financial 
crises. "This is now one of Lemhannas 
RI's concerns, how can the food crisis 
not have a significant impact on the 
community," she said.

Regarding the fertilizer crisis, 
Reni Mayerni explained that this crisis 
was exacerbated by the energy crisis 

experienced by several European 
countries. She explained that natural gas 
accounts for around 80 percent of the total 
cost of fertilizer production. The growing 
energy crisis will threaten the availability of 
fertilizers. At a certain point, if the demand 
is not accompanied by adequate supply, it 
will raise the price of fertilizer even more. 
As a domino effect, food prices have the 
potential to soar as a result of higher 
production input costs.

The FGD presented five people as 
speakers, namely the Director General of 
Agricultural Infrastructure and Facilities of 
the Ministry of Agriculture of the Republic 
of Indonesia  Ir. Ali Jamil, M.P., Ph.D. 
which discussed "Ministry/Agency Policy 
Synergy to Maintain Fertilizer Supply & 
Food Security", Acting  Director General of 
the Chemical, Pharmaceutical and Textile 
Industries of the Ministry of Industry of the 
Republic of Indonesia Ir. Ignatius Warsito, 
M.B.A who discussed "Policy Synergy to 

Increase Productivity and Competitiveness 
of the Fertilizer Industry in Anticipation of 
the Fertilizer Crisis", Permanent Professor 
of the Faculty of Economics and Business 
of Bogor Agricultural University (IPB) Prof. 
Dr. Amzul Rifin, S.P., M.A. discussing 
"Fertilizer Policy Transformation in 
Indonesia to Anticipate Fertilizer and Food 
Crisis", the Expert Council of Bandung 
Institute of Technology (ITB) Alumni 
Association/Professor of Research at 
the National Research and Innovation 
Agency (BRIN) Prof. Dr. Nurul Taufiqu 
Rochman, M.Eng., Ph.D. which discussed 
"Nanotechnology in the Fertilizer Industry 
Opportunities to Increase Agricultural 
Production" and the Marketing Director of 
PT. Pupuk Indonesia (Persero) Gusrizal 
discussed "Strategy to Maintain Fertilizer 
Supply to Anticipate Food Crisis".

FGD on Fertilizer Crisis Anticipation Strategy
Tue, November 8th 2022
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In his remarks, Agustiawarman said 
that ASN Talent Management is carried 
out based on a merit system that considers 
qualifications, competencies, and 
performance starting from ASN planning, 
competency, and career development, to 
compensation.

As a Non-Ministry Government 
Institution (LPNK), Lemhannas RI strives 
to implement this policy so that it can have 
the best talents to fill key positions in the 
organization. "Talent management can 
encourage professionalism, competence, 
and talent performance as well as 
provide clarity and certainty for talent 
careers, create succession plans that 
are objective, planned, open, timely and 
accountable so that they can accelerate 
the implementation of the merit system at 
Lemhannas RI,"  Agustiawarman said.

As a speaker for the socialization, 

Talent Management to Drive the Achievement of 
National Development Strategy

Tue, November 8th 2022

Lemhannas RI held a virtual 
socialization of Lemhannas 
RI Talent Management for all 
personnel on Tuesday (8/11). The 

socialization was opened by the Head 
of Human Resources of Lemhannas 
RI Colonel Agustiawarman, S.H., M.M. 
representing the Chief of the General 
Affairs Bureau of Lemhannas RI.

As is well known, Minister of 
Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform 
Regulation Number 3 of 2020 concerning 
Management of Talents for the State Civil 
Apparatus (ASN) has supported ASN 
with high performance and competence 
so they are continuously developed. This 
regulation also becomes the legal basis 
for all agencies to implement ASN Talent 
Management which is expected to also be 
integrated to encourage the achievement 
of the national development strategy.

First Policy Analyst, Assistant Deputy 
for Talent Management and Capacity 
Development at the Ministry of 
Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform, 
Efri Ihot Sinaga, said that initially, the focus 
was on knowledge, but now it focuses 
on adaptive learning. Furthermore, he 
stressed that an important part of creating 
a brilliant ASN, for now, and in the future, 
is the ability to find and nurture talent.

In line with this, Efri Ihot Sinaga 
revealed that ASN Talent Management 
aims to involve productive ASN who can 
achieve organizational goals, and develop 
new leaders. To achieve this, the ASN 
Talent Management process starts with 
talent acquisition, talent classification, 
talent development, talent mobility, and 
talent retention is overseen by a talent 
committee and a succession committee.
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Directives from Lemhannas RI’s Governor 
on the Event of Reflections of Educators and 

Educational Staffs
the Legal and Cooperation Bureau to 
make a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) with all universities affiliated with 
the Indonesian National Army (TNI) and 
Indonesian National Police (POLRI) to 
open a postgraduate program (S2) on 
national resilience so that we can build 
cooperation in capacity building of alumni 
and experts at Lemhannas RI. Meanwhile, 
related to the archipelago insights, 
Andi Widjajanto views that there were 
similarities with geopolitics. “We must 
relate the way we see the world and what 
happens in the world with our interests. 
It’s an archipelago insight, it is the same 
as geopolitical awareness,” he said. Andi 
Widjajanto views that national awareness 
can be translated academically as crisis 
management. Therefore, later, the 
education program can produce leaders 
with the ability to analyze crises and to 
find short-term solutions. Furthermore, 
Andi Widjajanto also mentioned that 
Lemhannas RI must project long term 

Wed, November 9th 2022

Governor of Lemhannas RI, 
Andi Widjajanto, conveyed 
several directives during the 
Reflection of Educators and 

Educational Staffs on the Teaching and 
Learning Process on Wednesday (9/11) 
at Gadjah Mada Auditorium, Pancagatra 
Building, Lemhannas RI.

 There were four directives from 
Andi Widjajanto during the reflection 
event. First, for the Deputy for National-
Level Leaders Education Lemhannas RI 
to complete and design the issues that 
must be transformed within a period of 
November 2022 to the end of February 
2023 so that the Governor can sign it in 
March 2023.

Second, Andi Widjajanto said that 
the character of education at Lemhannas 
RI lies in the national resilience, 
archipelago insight, national awareness 
and strategic leadership. In detail, related 
to national resilience, he has directed 

potential issues. These issues are correlated 
because Lemhannas RI must prepare leaders 
who will be able to bring Indonesia forward. 
“That is the strategic leadership that must be 
prepared,” he said.

The third directive is that Andi Widjajanto 
encourages all participants to learn by utilizing 
digital technology by studying in a digital 
room. Meanwhile, for the fourth directive, Andi 
Widjajanto said that Lemhannas RI needs 
benchmarks to become a center of excellence 
as stated in Presidential Decree Number 98 
of 2016.

Closing his speech, Andi Widjajanto 
advised that the leadership style that must be 
strengthened in Lemhannas RI is command 
and hierarchy. He also hopes that this 
activity can clarify the direction to carry out 
transformation in the Strategic Leadership 
Program of the Deputy Office for National-
Level Leaders Education.
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Intellectual 
Exercise for 

Lemhannas RI’s 
Professional 

Experts

Deputy Governor of Lemhannas 
RI, Lieut. Gen. TNI Mohamad 
Sabrar Fadhilah as Coordinator 
of Professional Experts (Tenaga 

Profesional /Taprof) of Lemhannas 
RI, led the Intellectual Exercise for 
Taprof Lemhannas RI with the theme of 
“Geopolitical Development” on Wednesday 
(9/11), at Syailendra Room, 3rd Floor of 
Astagatra Building, , Lemhannas RI.

Taprof of Geopolitics and 
Archipelagic Insights of Lemhannas RI 
Maj. Gen. TNI (Ret.) E. Imam Maksudi as 
Deputy Coordinator of Taprof Lemhannas 
RI in his report said that this event was the 
fourth time that the Intellectual Exercise 
for Taprof Lemhannas RI was held. It is 
planned that the event will be carried out 
continuously by discussing various ideas 
according to the areas of competence of 
Taprof Lemhannas RI respectively related 
to various global geopolitical issues that 
have national impacts. “Hopefully the 
Intellectual Exercise for Taprof can bring 
enlightenment, increase our understanding 
in our duties, and  increase the enthusiasm 
to learn many issues related to the material 
taught by Taprof,” he hoped.

Meanwhile, Mohamad Sabrar 
Fadhilah in his remarks, stated that 
the dignity of Lemhannas RI must be 
maintained by continuing to think nationally 
in the midst of the many changes that will 
occur. Highlighting this issue, he continued, 
Taprof Lemhannas RI must be ready to 

fulfill various demands to constantly master 
knowledge and its development at global, 
regional and national scope according to 
their respective fields and competencies. 
This issue is considered exceptionally 
important considering that the dynamics 
of the development of the strategic 
environment is rapid and unpredictable. 
Therefore, it is hoped that the Intellectual 
Exercise for Taprof Lemhannas RI will be 
carried out more frequently.

In his presentation, Taprof of 
Nusantara Insights and Geography of 

Wed, November 9th 2022

Lemhannas RI Maj. Gen. TNI (Ret.) 
Endang Hairudin, S.T., M.M. as a speaker 
said that in observing the latest strategic 
environmental condition, we must 
adapt to it, but don’t forget the national 
interest. According to him, cooperation 
is the best choice rather than zero-sum 
game competition. He also believes that 
Indonesia needs to increase its strength in 
order to build the nation’s resilience and 
competitiveness.
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A total of 47 Lemhannas RI’s 
personnel participated in 
Public Speaking Training to 
commemorate Korpri’s 51st 

Anniversary by presenting Co-Founder 
of Domo Academy Septianes Handinata 
or known as Coach Tian,   on Tuesday 
(15/11) at Syailendra Room, 3rd Floor of 
Astagatra Building, Lemhannas RI.

Senior Lecturer of Natural 
Resources Lemhannas RI Prof. Dr. Ir. 
Bondan Tiara Sofyan, M.Si. as Chairman 
of Korpri Lemhannas RI in her report 
stated that this training was one of 
the series of Korpri’s 51st Anniversary 
Commemoration. Bondan Tiara Sofyan 
hopes that this event can improve the 
participants’ persuasive communication 

Public Speaking Training for Lemhannas RI’s 
Personnel

skills when dealing with many people, 
convey information properly and clearly 
to the audience, and control the situation 
effectively. “This skill is important for 
Lemhannas RI’s personnel whose main 
tasks are to educate national-level 
leaders, to carry out strengthening of 
national values program, and to conduct 
strategic studies, all of which require good 
public speaking skills,” he said. 

Meanwhile, Prime Secretary of 
Lemhannas RI Police Commissioner 
General Drs. Purwadi Arianto, M.Si. when 
opening the event said that one of the most 
important skills a person must possess is 
to be able to use effective communication 
methods. He also underlined that 
effective communication and leadership 

Tue, November 15th 2022

are interrelated. As a leader, one must 
be a skilled communicator in building 
relationships at the organizational, 
community and group levels, even at a 
global scale to achieve greater results.

In line with the Prime Secretary of 
Lemhannas RI, Coach Tian as the speaker 
conveyed that public speaking skill is one 
of the most important skills for someone 
to master. On this occasion, Coach Tian 
delivered the topic on Fundamental Public 
Speaking, Structure of Content, Stage 
Positioning, Audience Attention Tools,  
dan Impact Gesture. In addition, the 
participants also had the opportunity to 
train themselves by practicing the material 
they had received.
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Lemhannas RI Laboratory 
Center signed the Cooperation 
Agreement with the Development 
Planning Board (Bappeda) and 

Research and Development Agency 
(Litbang) of North Kalimantan Province 
on Wednesday (16/11) at Bappeda and 
Litbang Office, DPUPR Building, 4th floor, 
Tanjung Selor, Bulungan Regency, North 
Kalimantan.

The Cooperation Agreement signed 
regulates Data Sharing in the framework 
of Collecting and Processing Data for the 
National Resilience Measurement System 
in North Kalimantan Province. Head of  
Lemhannas RI Laboratory Center Air Vice 
Marshal Suroto, S.T., M.A.P. and Acting 
Head of Bappeda of  North Kalimantan 
Province Ir. Helmi signed the Cooperation 
Agreement.

The collaboration aimed at sharing 
data in the context of collecting and 
processing data on the national resilience 
measurement system in North Kalimantan 
Province. The scope of the Cooperation 
Agreement includes the provision of 
supporting data for the national resilience 
measurement system, provision of 
technical support related to filling in the 
national resilience measurement system 
data, utilization of the national resilience 
measurement system, and increasing 
the competence of human resources in 
the utilization of the national resilience 
measurement system. The agreement is 
valid for 3 years after the signing date.

Collaboration among Lemhannas RI, Bappeda, 
and Litbang of North Kalimantan Province on 
National resilience Measurement

Wed, November 16th 2022


